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MIND CONTROL: MK ULTRA / MONARCH – 

Part One 

Shout out to the nurses at Kingwood Hospital in Texas who stayed and witnessed 

the Baptism of Ms. Emma and stayed while I prayed over her too. That is very rare  

with so many hating God and wanting nothing to do with Him right now.  I have 

seen nurses want no part of praying or speaking of Jesus.  So you guys really were 

a blessing that day! 

 

Ms. Linda Kirby 

This woman is such a blessing!  Remember last week I shared that the Lord kept 

putting articles on transhumanism in her face.  And explained that it was so she 

could inform those with ears to hear of the time we are in – as in the days of 

Noah with the dna being tainted because they are creating soulless beings and no 

telling what else.  I listened to some more of her messages and picked up that He 

told her that -  just a few months ago.  Our time is so short.  We must stay ready 

and tell everyone we can about Jesus and where we are at in Bible prophecy.  

Please subscribe to Ms. Linda’s youtube channel, she is very thorough in 

researching what she speaks about and she is bringing you the real news from a 

Christian perspective.  Let’s face it we are not getting the real news from the 

media that we see on tv.  When you think of Ms. Linda please lift her and her 
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ministry up in prayer!  By the way, many times she will record inspirational things 

the Lord gives her or just her time thinking of Him on her patio and her flowers 

are beautiful!!! 

Ok, let’s get into our message.  While researching Jade Helm it led me to mind 

control. I had no idea of the details of this or how wide spread it is.  The whole 

world is involved in this. 

Mind Control:    

 

(also known as brainwashing, reeducation, coercive persuasion, thought control, 

or thought reform) is a theoretical indoctrination process which results in "an 

impairment of autonomy, an inability to think independently, and a disruption of 

beliefs and affiliations. 

Brainwash: make (someone) adopt radically different beliefs by using systematic 

and often forcible pressure.  Synonym – reeducate 

 
A BRIEF HISTORY of CONTROL 
 
The Mystery Religions of ancient Egypt, Greece, India and Babylon helped lay the 
foundation for occultism, meaning "hidden knowledge." 
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One of the earliest writings giving reference to occultism is the Egyptian Book of 
the Dead, 
 

 
 a compilation of rituals explicitly describing methods of torture and intimidation 
(to create trauma), the use of potions (drugs) and the casting of spells 
(hypnotism), ultimately resulting in the total enslavement of the initiate. 
  
These have been the main ingredients for a part of occultism known as Satanism, 
throughout the ages.  
 
During the 13th Century, the Roman Catholic church increased and solidified its 
dominion throughout Europe with the infamous Inquisition. Satanism survived 
this period of persecution, deeply entrenching itself under the veil of various 
esoteric groups. 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_vatican.htm
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In 1776, a Bavarian Jesuit by the name of Adam Weishaupt 

 

 
Adam Weishaupt 

 

 was commissioned by the House of Rothschild to centralize the power base of 
the Mystery Religions into what is commonly known as the Illuminati, meaning 
"Enlightened Ones." This was an amalgamation of powerful occultic bloodlines, 
elite secret societies and influential Masonic fraternities, with the desire to 
construct the framework for a "New World Order." 
 
God was not in favor of their NEW WORLD ORDER back in Biblical times, just as 
He is not in favor of it now. 
 
Gen.11:1,8 – And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech.  So 
the LORD scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and 
they left off to build the city.   
 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_illuminati_0.htm#Illuminati
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_rothschild.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_illuminati.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
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There will be a NWO and it will be when Jesus comes and sets up His Kingdom on 
this earth during the millennial reign.  
  
The outward goal of this Utopia was to bring forth universal happiness to the 
human race. However, their underlying intention was to gradually increase 
control over the masses, thus becoming Masters of the planet.  
  
THE ANGLO ALLIANCE 
 
By the 19th century, Great Britain and Germany were recognized as the primary 
geographic areas of Illuminati control. 
  
It then should be of little surprise to know the first work in Behavioral Science 
research was established in England in 1882, while much of the early medical 
and psychiatric techniques involved in mind control were pioneered at the Kaiser 
Wilhelm Institute in Germany.    
 
The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations was set up in London in 1921 to study 
the "breaking point" of humans. Kurt Lewin, a German psychologist, became the 
director of the Tavistock Institute in 1932, about the same time Nazi Germany 
was increasing its research into neuropsychology, parapsychology and multi-
generational occultism. 
  
Interestingly, a progressive exchange of scientific ideas was taking place between 
England and Germany, most notably in the field of eugenics: the movement 
devoted to "improving" the human species through the control of hereditary 
factors in mating. The nefariously enigmatic union between the two countries 
was bonded, partly through the Order of the Golden Dawn,  
 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_committee300_03.htm#Section 1
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a secret society which consisted of many high ranking officials in the Nazi party 
and British aristocracy.  

 

The purpose of the program was to create a super-race (Aryans) who would have 

total allegiance to the cause of the Third Reich (New World Order). 

 Behavioral research was led by Dr. George Estabrooks of Colgate University. His 

involvement with the Army, CID, FBI and other agencies remains shrouded in 

secrecy. However, Estabrooks would occasionally "slip" and discuss his work 

involving the creation of hypno-programmed couriers and hypnotically-induced 

split personalities.  

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm#3.
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After WWII, the U.S. Department of Defense secretly imported many of the top 
German Nazi and Italian Fascist scientists and spies into the United States via 
South America and the Vatican. The code name for this operation was Project 
PAPERCLIP.  
  
One of the more prominent finds for the U.S. was German General Reinhard 
Gehlen. 
 

 
 
Hitler’s Chief of Intelligence against Russia. Upon arriving in Washington D.C. in 
1945, Gehlen met extensively with President Truman, General William "Wild Bill" 
Donovan, Director of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and Allen Dulles, who 
would later become the stalwart head of the CIA. The objective of their brain-
storming sessions was to reorganize the nominal American intelligence 
operation, transforming it into a highly-efficient covert organization. The 
culmination of their efforts produced the Central Intelligence Group in 1946, 
renamed the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in 1947.  
 
Reinhard Gehlen also had profound influence in helping to create the National 
Security Council, from which the National Security Act of 1947 was derived.  This 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_17.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_17.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_17.htm
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particular piece of legislation was implemented to protect an unconscionable 
number of illegal government activities, including clandestine mind control 
programs. 
  
There were 149 subprojects listed under the umbrella of MKULTRA. Project 
MONARCH has not been officially identified by any government documentation 
as one of the corresponding subprojects, but is used rather, as a descriptive 
"catch phrase" by survivors, therapists, and possible "insiders". 
  
MONARCH may in fact, have culminated from MKSEARCH subprojects such as 
operation SPELLBINDER, which was set up to create "sleeper" assassins (ie. 
"Manchurian candidates") who could be activated upon receiving a key word 
or phrase while in a post-hypnotic trance. 

 

ALTERS and TRIGGERS 
 
Another way of examining this convoluted victimization of body and soul is by 
looking at it as a complex computer program: A file (alter) is created 
through trauma, repetition and reinforcement. In order to activate(trigger) the 
file, a specific access code or password (cue or command) is required. 
  
The victim/survivor is called a "slave" by the programmer/handler, who in turn is 
perceived as "master" or "god." About 75% are female, since they possess a 
higher tolerance for pain and tend to dissociate easier than males. Subjects are 
used mainly for cover operations, prostitution and pornography; involvement in 
the entertainment industry is notable. 
 
A former military officer connected to the DIA, told this writer, 
"In the ’big picture’ these people [MONARCH victims]  
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Beyonce 

 
are in all walks of life, from the bum on the street to the white-collar guy". 
In corroboration, a retired CIA agent vaguely discussed the use of such personnel 
to be used as "plants" or "chameleons" for the purpose of infiltrating a 
designated group, gathering information and/or injecting an ulterior agenda. 
 
Dr. Donald Cameroon practiced at Allen Memorial Institute.  A lady was sent to 
him after others could not diagnose her.  She was told that he could definitely 
help her.  She left her husband and children and went to this institute where she 
stayed and was “treated” for six months.  This dr. drugged her heavily and 
electro shocked her brain.  At times she was like in a coma under the drugs and 
shock therapy.  When she was conscious he had headphones on her constantly 
pumping new ideas and information into her mind.  Once this “treatment” was 
over, this lady’s mind had been completely wiped.  She had reverted back to a 
state like a baby.  She remembered nothing.  She had to be helped to do things.  
She did not remember her husband or her kids or anything of her life before 
coming to this “doctor.”  Later it was discovered that she had post partum 
depression after having a child.  Many women experience this today.  Back then 
no one seemed to know what it was.  However, she was experimented on used 
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and then just sent back into society with no apology or anything, to pick up the 
pieces and go on as though nothing had happened.  She is one in many, I’m sure.  
 
Documentary with the lady that had her mind wiped. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTsCKAtE6TY&list=PLnZ974mrg_PG4uIavI1
vIC5m_HLrPCcIS&index=5 
 
 
There are an inordinate amount of alters in the victim/survivor with numerous 
back-up programs, mirrors and shadows. A division of light-side (good) and dark-
side (bad) alters are interwoven in the mind and rotate on an axis. One of the 
main internal structures, (of which there are many) within the system is shaped 
like a double-helix, consisting of seven levels. Each system has an internal 
programmer which oversees the "gatekeeper" (demons?) who grant or deny 
entry into the different rooms. 
  
A few of the internal images predominately seen by victims/survivors are: 

 trees 
 the Cabalistic "Tree of Life," with adjoining root systems 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTsCKAtE6TY&list=PLnZ974mrg_PG4uIavI1vIC5m_HLrPCcIS&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTsCKAtE6TY&list=PLnZ974mrg_PG4uIavI1vIC5m_HLrPCcIS&index=5
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 infinity loops 
 ancient symbols and letters 
 spider webs 
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 mirrors or glass shattering 
 masks 
 castles 
 mazes 
 demons/monsters/aliens 
 sea shells 
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 butterflies 
 snakes 
 ribbons 
 bows 
 flowers 
 hour glasses 

 
 clocks 
 robots 
 chain-of-command diagrams 
 schematics of computer circuitry boards 
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BLOODLINES and TWINNING 
 
A majority of the victims/survivors come from multi-generational Satanic 
families (bloodlines) and are ostensibly programmed "to fill their destiny as the 
chosen ones or chosen generations" (a term coined by Mengele at Auschwitz). 
  
Some are adopted out to families of similar origin. Others used in this 
neurological nightmare are deemed as the "expendable ones" (non-bloodliners), 
usually coming from orphanages, foster care homes, or incestuous families with 
a long history of pedophilia. 
  
There also appears to be a pattern of family members affiliated with government 
or military intelligence agencies.  
 
Many of the abused come from families who use Catholicism, Mormonism, or 
charismatic Christianity as a "front" for their abominable activities (though 
members of other religious groups are also involved.) Victims/survivors generally 
respond more readily to a rigid religious (dogmatic, legalistic) hierarchical 
structure because it parallels their base programming. Authority usually goes 
unchallenged, as their will has been usurped through subjective and command-
oriented conditioning.  
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Physical identification characteristics on victims/survivors often include multiple 
electrical prod scars and/or resultant moles on their skin. A few may have had 
various parts of their bodies mutilated by knives, branding irons, or needles, 
butterfly or occult tattoos are also common.  
 

 
MYLEY CYRUS 

 
MYLEY CYRUS 
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MYLEY CYRUS 

 
Generally, bloodliners are less likely to have the subsequent markings, as their 
skin is to "remain pure and unblemished."  
 
The ultimate purpose of the sophisticated manipulation of these individuals may 
sound unrealistic, depending upon our interpretive understanding of the physical 
and spiritual realms. The deepest and darkest alters within bloodliners are 
purported to be dormant until the "Anti-Christ" is revealed. 
 
II Thess.2:3-4 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, 
except there come a falling away first (departure away or catching away), and 
that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition.  Who opposeth and exalteth 
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped, so that he as God 
sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is god. 
 
Rev. 13:3-4 – And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his 
deadly wound was healed: and all the world wondered after the beast.  And they 
worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped 
the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast?  Who is able to make war with 
him? 
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These "New World Order" alters supposedly contain call-back orders and 
instructions to train and/or initiate a large influx of people (possibly clones or 
"soulless ones"), thereby stimulating social control programs into the new 
millennium.  
 
Non-biological "twinning" is yet another bizarre feature observed 
within MONARCH programming. 
  
For instance, two young non related children would be ceremoniously initiated 
in a magical "soul-bonding" ritual so they might be "inseparably paired for 
eternity" (possibly another Mengele connection?). They essentially share two 
halves of the programmed information, making them interdependent upon one 
another. 
  
Paranormal phenomenon such as astral projection, telepathy, ESP, etc. appear to 
be more pronounced between those who have undergone this process.  
  
LEVELS of MONARCH PROGRAMMING  
 
ALPHA. Regarded as "general" or regular programming within the base control 
personality; characterized by extremely pronounced memory retention, along 
with substantially increased physical strength and visual acuity. 
 
BETA. Referred to as "sexual" programming.  
 
 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
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Tattoo of Marilyn Monroe, which represents “Sex Kitten Programming” 
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L: Marilyn Monroe  / R. Anna Nicole Smith 
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KATY PERRY  

 
This programming eliminates all learned moral convictions and stimulates the 
primitive sexual instinct, devoid of inhibitions. "Cat" alters may come out at this 
level.  
 
This is part of satan’s plan, our kids are following these people.  They are “cool” 
in their eyes.  They want to wear what they wear believe what they believe.  
These people that have been “programmed” are not Illuminati, they are being 
used by them to serve their purposes.  Helping to brain wash the masses and for 
their sexual desires and to pass their messages to whomever they need to send a 
message to.   
 
DELTA. This is known as "killer" programming, originally developed for training 
special agents or elite soldiers (i.e. Delta Force, First Earth Battalion, Mossad, 
etc.) in covert operations. Optimal adrenal output and controlled aggression is 
evident. Subjects are devoid of fear; very systematic in carrying out their 
assignment. Self-destruct or suicide instructions are layered in at this level. 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_firsthearthbattalion.htm
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GEORGE CLOONEY – “THE AMERICAN”  

 
THETA considered to be the "psychic" programming. Bloodliners (those coming 
from multi-generational Satanic families) were determined to exhibit a greater 

propensity for having telepathic abilities than did non-bloodliners. Due to its 
evident limitations, however, various forms of electronic mind control systems 
were developed and introduced, namely, bio-medical human telemetry devices 

(brain implants), directed-energy lasers using microwaves 
and/or electromagnetics. It is reported these are used in conjunction with highly-

advanced computers and sophisticated satellite tracking systems.  
 

OMEGA. A "self-destruct" form of programming, also known as "Code Green." 
The corresponding behaviors include suicidal tendencies and/or self-mutilation. 
This program is generally activated when the victim/survivor begins therapy or 

interrogation and too much memory is being recovered.  
 

GAMMA. Another form of system protection is through "deception" 
programming, which elicits misinformation and misdirection. This level is 
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intertwined with demonology and tends to regenerate itself at a later time if 
inappropriately deactivated. 

 

METHOD and COMPONENTS 

The initial process begins with creating dissociation within the subject, usually 
occurring from the time of birth to about six years. 
  
This is primarily achieved through the use of electroshock (ECT) and is at times 
performed even when the child is in the mother’s womb. 
  
Due to the severe trauma induced through ECT, sexual abuse and other 
methods, the mind splits off into alternate personalities from the core. Formerly 
referred to as Multiple Personality Disorder, it is presently recognized as 
Dissociative Identity Disorder and is the basis for MONARCH programming. 
 
Many of the recent Disney movies and cartoons are used in a two-fold manner: 

 desensitizing the majority of the population, using subliminals and neuro-
linguistic programming 

 deliberately constructing specific triggers and keys for base programming 
of highly-impressionable MONARCH children. 

 
A partial list of other mediums used to reinforce base programming are: 

 Pinnochio 
 Sleeping Beauty 
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 Snow White 
 Beauty and the Beast 
 Aladdin 
 The Little Mermaid 

 
 The Lion King 
 E. T. 
 Star Wars 
 Ghost Busters 
 Trancers II 
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 Batman 
 Bewitched 
 Fantasy Island 
 Reboot 
 Tiny Toons 

 
 
 Duck Tails 
 The Dead Sea Scrolls 
 The Tall Book of Make Believe 
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Mark 9:42 – And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in 
Me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were 
cast into the sea. 
 
 
A few movies which depict or portray some aspect of MONARCH 

programming are Hell raiser 3, Raising Cain, Labyrinth,  Telefon, Johnny 

Mneumonic, 
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JOHNNY MNEUMONIC with KEANU REEVES 

 Point of No Return, The Lawnmower Man and Closet Land. 

PROGRAMMERS and PLACES 

Said of Dr. Josef Mengele, other characteristics remembered by survivors were 
the cadence of his shiny black boots as he paced back and forth and his "I-love-
you/l-love-you-not" daisy game. 
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DR. JOSEPH MENGELE, nickname: “Angel of Death” 

  
When he pulled off the last daisy petal, he would maliciously torture and kill a 
small child in front of the other child he was programming. Distraught survivors 
also recalled being thrown naked into cages with monkeys, who were trained to 
viciously abuse them. Evidently, Mengele enjoyed reducing people to the level of 
animals. He also would purposely restrain his victims from crying, screaming, or 
showing any excessive emotion. 

 

Many of those exploited were abused children which had been run through the 

Roman Catholic orphanage system.  

In order to keep MK ULTRA from being easily detected, the CIA segmented 

its subprojects into specialized fields of research and development at universities, 
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prisons, private laboratories and hospitals. Of course, they were rewarded 

generously with government grants and miscellaneous funding. 

NOTABLE NAMES 
 
One of the first documented cases of a MONARCH secret agent was that of the 
voluptuous 1940’s model, Candy Jones. The book, The Control of Candy Jones, 
(Playboy Press) portrays her 12 years of intrigue and suspense as a spy for the 
CIA. 
 

 
CANDY JONES 

  
Jones, whose birth name is Jessica Wilcox, apparently fit the physiological profile 
as to be one of the initial experiments or human guinea pigs under the 
government’s "scientific" project, MK ULTRA. 
  
  

Lee Harvey Oswald, Sirhan-Sirhan, Charlie Manson, 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872234576/002-3638949-0096008?v=glance&n=283155&s=books&v=glance
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MANSON 

 John Hinckley Jr., Mark Chapman, David Koresh, Tim McVeigh and John Salvi are 

some notable names of infamy, strongly suspected of being pawns who were 

spawned by MKULTRA. 

DEPROGRAMMERS and EXPOSERS 

Hammond alluded to the Nazi connection, military and CIA mind control research, 

Greek letter and color programming and specifically mentioned the Monarch 

Project in relation to a form of operative conditioning. Shortly after his ground 

breaking speech, he received death threats. Not wanting to jeopardize the safety 

of his family, Dr. Hammond stopped disseminating any follow-up information. 

Mark Phillips,  
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MARK PHILLIPS  

 
a former electronics subcontractor for the Department of Defense, was privy to 
some of the top secret mind control activities perpetrated by the U.S. 
government. 
  
His inquisitive demeanor, strong conscience and heart-felt concern for Cathy 
O’Brien, a "Presidential Model’ under Project MONARCH, prompted him to 
reveal the inner-workings of this grand deception beginning about 1991. As the 
story goes, he helped Ms. O’Brien escape from her captors and was able to 
deprogram her in about a years time in Alaska. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Numerous victims/ survivors of Project MONARCH are in desperate need of help. 
However, the great majority of people are too preoccupied with themselves to 
show any genuine compassion toward these severely wounded individuals. 
Apathy has taken over the minds of the masses, who choose to exist within the 
comforts of this world.  Reality has thus become obscured by relativism and 
selfishness. 
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MIND CONTROL – MK Ultra / Monarch 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm 

 

II Tim. 3:2 – For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, 

proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy. 

Eph.5:11-13 – And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but 

rather reprove them.  For it is a shame even to speak those things which are done 

of them in secret.  But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: 

for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. 

Luke 8:17 – For nothing is secret that shall not be made manifest; neither any 

thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.   

Deut.32:32-43 – The LORD shall judge and have vengeance 

 

Prayer:  set the captives free, turn the captors and the captives to Jesus, protect 

us, military,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm

